Terms & Conditions

THIS DATA SUBSCRIPTION AGREEMENT (Agreement) is entered
into between Aerometrex Ltd (ABN: 94 153 103 925), and the
customer who executes an order (Customer) for access to the
Subscription Data owned by Aerometrex. By accessing and using the
Subscription Data, you agree to the terms of this Agreement.
1.

LICENSE.

a)

During the Subscription Term, we will grant to you (the
Customer), a limited, non-exclusive, non-transferable, nonsublicensable right to access and use the data subscription
service (Subscription Data), and for the sole use within your
business and for internal business purposes only, provided you
comply with the use restrictions and allowance limitations and
parameters outlined in this Agreement. The Customer accepts
the terms and conditions of this Agreement and accepts full
responsibility for performance by its employees, contractors,
and agents (collectively, “Customer Representatives”) of
obligations under this Agreement.

b)

Unreasonable or Excessive Use: You agree that you will use
and access the Subscription Data in the manner that is agreed
and set out in the Order Form and your use will not be:
(i)

c)

d)

Unreasonable, which is where your use is in our
reasonable opinion is considered by us to be illegal or
fraudulent, contrary to the terms of this Agreement or
Order, or in a way that adversely affect other customers
or their use of or access to the Subscription Data and any
other products and services we offer, or any negative
impact to our reputation; Amongst other things,
“fraudulent use” includes resupply of the Subscription
Data or other products and services without our consent
so that someone else may access or use the Subscription
Data or other products and services or take advantage of
the Subscription Data or other products and services;

(ii)

Excessive, which is a continuing and unreasonably
disproportionate use of the Subscription Data when
compared to other average individual named users, or
use that is in excess of any allowance limitations detailed
in an Order; and

(iii)

Any use or access to the Subscription Data that we
deemed to be Unreasonable or Excessive may result in
your access to the Subscription Data being suspended or
excess usage fees payable.

You may permit employees, to use and access the Subscription
Data on your behalf during the Subscription Term, on the basis
that they only use the Subscription Data for projects for your
benefit and on your behalf, and for no other purposes. You will
use all reasonable endeavours to ensure that employees do not
use or access the Subscription Data (or any data extracted
therefrom) for their own purposes or for the purposes of any
third party.

longer needs to use the Subscription Data and/or any
copies of the Subscription Data for your internal corporate
purposes.
e)

No third-party access. Unless otherwise provided in this
Agreement, you must not make the Subscription Data available
to any third party.

f)

You may incorporate data extracted from the Subscription Data
in documents (e.g., reports, maps, brochures and other printed
or digital material) for any purpose as long as these documents
are not offered for resale to third parties or otherwise distributed
to third parties for monetary value. To avoid doubt, you may use
data extracted from the Subscription Data in perpetuity after the
expiry of the Subscription Term, provided that such use remains
in accordance with the terms and conditions contained herein.

2.

EVALUATION SUBSCRIPTION (TRIAL ACCOUNT)

We may provide you with a trial use of the Subscription Data for the
purposes of evaluating the Subscription Data for your business needs
(Evaluation Subscription). Evaluation Subscriptions are deemed to
be subject to all restrictions set forth in this Agreement with the added
restrictions that any such Evaluation Subscription will be provided for
evaluation and testing purposes only, and strictly limited to a 7-day
trial with a maximum of 250mb data limit. The Trial Account will not
be put into production use and will not be included as part of your
business processes in any manner, unless you purchase a
Subscription Data licence, and the fee is paid. The Evaluation
Subscription will automatically time-out at the end of the relevant
evaluation period without further notice by us.
3.

INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY RIGHTS.

a)

You agree and acknowledge that we own all Intellectual
Property Rights and other proprietary interests that are
embodied in, or practiced by, the Subscription Data.

b)

We acknowledge that through the use and access of the
Subscription Data you may create new Intellectual Property
Rights. The creations, including without limitation, images,
APIs, GIS/CAD software packages and any suggestions, ideas,
enhancement
requests,
feedback,
recommendations,
derivative data, or other information made or provided by you or
any other party through the use or in connection with the
Licence, shall be owned by us with unrestricted, unlimited, nonexclusive, worldwide license to use these creations.

c)

For the avoidance of doubt, you agree that you will not
commercialise the creations derived from the Subscription Data
without our express written consent.

d)

You acknowledge us as the provider of Subscription Data: A
provision of the Subscription Data is that any product, data-set
or derivative works that you use, copy, modify or distribute must
expressly acknowledge us and our rights, in a reasonably
prominent manner (by displaying of the Aerometrex logo or
other appropriate attribution as provided by us from time to
time), as the source and Intellectual Property Rights owner of
the Subscription Data (as updated from time to time).

e)

“Intellectual Property Rights” means the exclusive rights held by
the owner of a copyright, patent, trademark, or trade secret,
including (i) the rights to copy, publicly perform, public display,
distribute, adapt, translate, modify and create derivative works
of copyrighted subject matter; (ii) the right to exclude another
from using, making, having made, selling, offering to sell, and
importing patented subject matter and from practicing patented
methods, (iii) the rights to use and display any marks in
association with businesses, products or services as an
indication of ownership, origin, affiliation, endorsement, or
sponsorship; and (iv) the rights to apply for any of the foregoing
rights, and all rights in those applications. Intellectual Property
Rights also include any and all rights associated with particular
information that are granted by law and that give the owner,
independent of contract, exclusive authority to control use or

Use by Contractors and Consultants (Contractor): You may
allow a Contractor to exercise your rights under this Agreement
provided that:
(i)

you do not provide the Contractor with your login details
to the Subscription Data.

(ii)

only provide the Contractor with extracts of the
Subscription Data for projects being performed by such
Contractors for your benefit only, and for no other
purposes.

(iii)

the Contractor only uses the Subscription Data for your
internal business purposes.

(iv)

the Contractor at all times complies with the terms of this
Agreement;

(v)

the Contractor undertakes to destroy or return to you the
Subscription Data and any and all copies of the
Subscription Data which are within the contractor’s
possession, custody or control when the contractor no
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disclosure of the information, including enforceable privacy
rights and any rights in databases recognised by applicable law.
f)

Restrictions. You agree to not, (and not permit any of your
representatives, employees, contractors or other persons or
entities that you provide access to the Subscription Data to): (i)
resell, sublicense, distribute or otherwise provide access to the
Subscription Data to any third party or use or access the
Subscription Data outside the scope of the license granted
herein; (ii) copy, modify, adapt, translate, prepare derivative
works from, reverse engineer, disassemble, or decompile the
Subscription Data; (iii) use the trademarks, trade names,
service marks, logos, domain names and other distinctive brand
features or any copyright or other proprietary rights associated
with the Subscription Data for any purpose without our express
written consent;

g)

Each party will indemnify, defend and hold harmless the other
party against any damages, losses, claims or judgments
suffered by the other party arising out of any violation of this
Clause 3 or any claims by a third party of a breach of any
Intellectual Property Rights of such third party.

4.

CHARGES, PAYMENT AND TAXES

a)

Charges. The Subscription Data is only available to you on a
subscription basis and unless otherwise notified to you in writing
by us, that will remain in effect for the Term of the agreement.
In exchange for us granting you either a monthly or 12 monthly
Subscription Data Licence to use and access the Subscription
Data, you will pay us:
I.

II.

the monthly subscription amount in advance via direct
debit, this amount is a monthly direct debit (recurring)
and is subject to clause 5 b) and for every subsequent
Term the Customer agrees to the terms and
conditions of this agreement.
for a 12-month subscription in advance or as defined
at the time of commencing this agreement and is
subject to clause 5 b) and for every subsequent Term
the Customer agrees to the terms and conditions of
this agreement.

without offsets or deductions, no later than the date on which
they are due.
b)

Payment Terms. All our Invoices will be due and payable within
fourteen (14) days from the date of invoice and will be paid
in AUD by credit card, direct deposit, wire transfer or
another method as we may mutually agree from time to time.

c)

Late Payment. Any invoiced amount not paid by the due date
will bear a late payment charge at the rate of one and a half
percent (1.5%) per month (or such lower amount as may be
permitted by law) until paid. Payment schedules, amounts, and
other related payment terms will be as set forth on the Order
Form. If we undertake collection efforts due to non-payment in
accordance with this Agreement, you will be responsible for all
reasonable costs of collection, including any legal fees.

d)

Taxes. The fees payable as detailed in the Order Form shall
include the applicable GST or other tax for any sales transaction
with you. If any authority imposes a duty, tax or similar levy on
us, you agree to pay, or to promptly reimburse us for, all such
amounts in a manner prescribed under law.

e)

Consumer Price Increases (CPI). The Price quoted by us at the
commencement date of any Subscription Term is subject to
escalation on the anniversary of such commencement date, and
any subsequent 12 months period. Any increase in price will be
calculated at the CPI Index rate or 4%, whichever is higher at
the time of the anniversary.

f)

Pricing after Expiry of Term. We reserve the right to review all
pricing at the end of each Subscription Term. We give no
assurances that pricing from previous agreements, orders or
renewals will remain unchanged but will reasonably
substantiate and negotiate in good faith with you all pricing upon
renewal.

5.

TERM, AUTO RENEWALS AND TERMINATION.

a)

Term of this Agreement. This Agreement commences on the
date that you first sign up (online or in person) to this Agreement
and continues for 12 months or as agreed upon on the
commencement date (Term).

b)

Auto Renewals. Unless otherwise notified by you in writing at
least 7 days prior to the expiry of the Term and subject to any
amendments to this Agreement required by us, the Term will
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automatically be renewed for a subsequent Term for the same
duration as the original Term. Subject to clause 4, you will be
charged for the new Term as set out in the original Agreement
or as agreed upon on the new commencement date.
c)

For clarity,a cancellation of the autorenewal does not constitute
a cancellation or termination of the Agreement. Any termination
must be done in compliance with Clause 5(d) and (e).

d)

Termination for Cause. Either party may terminate this
Agreement, for cause (i) on 30 days’ written notice to the other
party of a material breach if such breach remains uncured at the
expiration of such period (or immediately if the material breach
is not capable of being remedied); or (ii) immediately upon
written notice if the other party becomes the subject of a petition
in bankruptcy or any other proceeding relating to insolvency,
receivership, liquidation, or an assignment for the benefit of
creditors. In addition, we may terminate this Agreement and/or
Subscription Term upon written notice in the event of; (i) you fail
to pay any amounts due hereunder, and such failure continues
more than 14 days after our written notice thereof; or (ii) you
infringe upon our Intellectual Property Rights, including without
limitation through exploitation of the Subscription Data and
access and use rights granted. You are solely responsible for
your actions and the actions of your uses of the Subscription
Data.

e)

Destruction of Data. If you breach the Agreement under clause
5 d), you agree to take all reasonable steps to destroy, delete
and or return all Data owned by either party to the fullest extent
allowable by law, provided that there is no suits or action taken
against you that would prevent you from doing so. If we breach
the Agreement under clause 5 d), then we agree to take all
reasonable steps to destroy, delete and or return all customer
data fully owned by us allowable by law, if there is no suits or
action taken against us that would prevent us from doing so.

f)

Termination for Convenience. Regardless of anything else in
the Agreement or Order Form and subject to Clause 5(d), we in
our absolute discretion and upon giving you 14 days’ notice,
may elect to terminate the Agreement and Subscription Term.

g)

Refunds. Subject to clause 5 d) If this Agreement or a
Subscription Term is terminated by you in accordance with
Clause 5, we will refund any prepaid fees covering the
remainder of the Subscription Term after the effective date of
termination. Subject to Clause 5 e) If this Agreement or
Subscription Term is terminated by us in accordance with
Clause 5, you will pay any unpaid fees covering the used portion
of the Subscription Term. If we terminate the Agreement and
you have prepaid your Subscription Term, we will refund any
unused portion of your term, provided that there are no monies
recoverable to us under the provisions of this Agreement.

h)

No Cancellation. Subject to clause 4, all Fees are noncancellable and non-refundable except as expressly set out in
the Agreement.

6.

WARRANTIES.

a)

Mutual Warranty.
Each party represents, warrants and
covenants that: (i) it has the full power and authority to enter into
and to perform its obligations under this Agreement and Order
Form, without the need for any consents, approvals or
immunities not yet obtained; and (ii) its acceptance of and
performance under this Agreement or Order Form will not
breach any oral or written agreement with any third party or any
obligation owed by it to any third party to keep any information
or materials in confidence or in trust.

b)

Limited Warranties and Remedies: The following limited
warranties apply only to the extent that you have purchased the
applicable Subscription Data:
(i)

We warrant that the Subscription Data will operate
substantially in compliance with the applicable
Documentation during the Subscription Term, provided
that they are used at all times in accordance with the
applicable Documentation and have not been modified or
added to other than by us or as authorised by us in writing.
If during the applicable warranty period, the Subscription
Data does not perform as warranted, we will undertake, at
our sole option and your exclusive remedy for breach of
this warranty, to correct any such non-conformance. If we
determine that we are unable to correct or remedy or
replace the non-conformity in a commercially reasonable
way within a reasonable time of receipt of written notice
from you detailing the warranty claim, then the Order will
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c)

d)

be cancelled for the affected Subscription Data and we will
refund any unused prepaid fees for the affected
Subscription Data.

c)

Your use of, or any third party’s use of, or inability to use, any
variation or derivative of the Subscription Data, including
without limitation, any output from such variation or derivatives.

Subscription Data Limitation. You acknowledge that factors
such as changes by you to your profile and use case, corrupted,
incomplete and/or interrupted data received by use from your
site(s) and applications, may have a material impact on the
accuracy, reliability and/or timeliness of Subscription Data
results, and we will not be responsible for any such factors
beyond our reasonable control. You will comply with any
reasonable instructions and/or specifications provided by us for
the relevant Subscription Data. You will not alter the original
data source of the Subscription Data and must comply with any
applicable laws that relate to collecting and/or transmit
personally identifiable information.

9.

E-COMMERCE TRANSACTIONS

a)

We accept the following forms of payment: Mastercard and
Visa. You agree to provide current, complete, and accurate
purchase and account information for all purchases made via
our site or under an Order Form. You further agree to promptly
update account and payment information, including email
address, payment method, and payment card expiration date,
so that we can complete your transactions and contact you as
needed. GST and all other applicable taxes (except income tax)
will be added to the price of purchases as deemed required by
us. We may change prices at any time. All payments shall be in
Australian dollars unless we otherwise agreed in writing.

b)

You agree to pay all charges at the prices then in effect for your
purchases and any applicable shipping or transfer and internet
fees, and you authorise us to charge your chosen payment
provider for any such amounts upon placing your order.

c)

If your Order is subject to recurring charges, then you consent
to our charging your payment method on a recurring basis
without requiring your prior approval for each recurring charge,
until such time as you cancel the applicable Order. We reserve
the right to correct any errors or mistakes in pricing, even if we
have already requested or received payment.

d)

We reserve the right to refuse any Order placed through the
Site. We may, in our sole discretion, limit or cancel quantities
purchased per person, per household, or per order. These
restrictions may include orders placed by or under the same
customer account, the same payment method, and/or orders
that use the same billing or shipping address. We reserve the
right to limit or prohibit orders that, in our sole judgment, appear
to be placed by dealers, resellers, or distributors or competitors.

10.

UPDATES, SUPPORT AND SERVICES

a)

Data Updates. We will perform Updates to the Subscription
Data during the Subscription Term, they will be done in a timely
manner with the care and consideration for Customers active
Licences.

b)

Customer Support. During the Subscription Term you may
contact us with support queries in relation to your use and
access of the Subscription Data which we will do our best,
acting reasonably to resolve, but as we do not have a dedicated
technical support function, we are unable to guarantee that we
will be able to resolve any issue raised by you. If you require
ongoing or standby support from us, we will define, scope and
cost out any additional support requirements on a case-by-case
basis which will be detailed in an Order Form.

c)

Time and Materials Quotes. You may wish to engage us to
provide a quote on a time and materials basis to complete
various services or custom requests for scope that falls outside
of the Subscription Data functionality or capabilities. This may
include bespoke datasets, reports, development, and other
services. Where requested, we will assess, scope and price on
a case-by-case basis.

11.

MISCELLANEOUS

a)

Independent Contractors. Each of the parties are independent
contractors with respect to the subject matter of this
Agreement. Nothing contained herein shall constitute this
arrangement to be a joint venture or a partnership between you
and us. Neither party has any authority to enter into
agreements of any kind on behalf of the other party. Each party
will be solely responsible for and will hold the other harmless
from any and all claims for employment-related or similar taxes,
fees, or costs, including but not limited to withholding, income
tax and workers’ compensation.

b)

Force Majeure. Neither party will be held liable or accountable
for any default or delay in the performance of its obligations
hereunder (except for failure to pay amounts due) if and to the
extent that such default or delay arises out of causes beyond its
reasonable control, including without limitation acts of God, acts
of war, acts of terrorism, earthquakes, fires, cable cuts, power
outages, catastrophic network element failures, floods,
terrorism, riots, civil disorders, rebellions, strikes, lockouts and
labour disputes.

c)

Audit Rights. During the term of this Agreement and for two
years thereafter, we have the right, but not the obligation to

Warranty Disclaimer. Except for the express warranties
specified above in this clause 6, we disclaim all other warranties
whether written, oral, express, implied, or statutory including,
without limitation, the implied warranties of merchantability,
fitness for a particular purpose, and non-infringement. We do
not warrant that: (a) the use of any subscription data will operate
in combination with any other hardware, software, system or
data; (b) the subscription data or any information obtained
through subscription data will meet client’s requirements or
expectations; (c) any stored data will be accurate or reliable; or
(d) access to the subscription data will be uninterrupted, errorfree or that errors or defects therein will be corrected. Our
offerings may be subject to limitations, delays, and other
problems inherent in the use of the internet and electronic
communications and infrastructure limitations and scheduled
and unscheduled downtime. We are not responsible for any
delays, delivery failures, or other damages resulting from such
problems.

7.

DISCLAIMERS AND LIMITS ON LIABILITY

a)

Except as provided in section 3 (intellectual property rights) of
this agreement and for any liability that cannot be excluded by
law, our aggregate liability (including our affiliates and third
party licensors), and your exclusive remedy, for damages
arising out of or related to this agreement, whether in contract,
tort (including negligence), product liability, or otherwise,
exceed the subscription data fees paid by you for the
subscription data giving rise to the claim, and in no event will
our aggregate liability exceed the total fees you paid to us under
this agreement during the 24 months immediately prior to the
event giving rise to such liability.

b)

c)

Except for liability that cannot be excluded by law, in no event
will either party be liable for (i) incidental, indirect, special,
punitive, exemplary or consequential damages; or any
damages for lost data, business interruption, lost profits, lost
revenue or lost business, arising out of or in connection with this
agreement; or (ii) loss of or damage to your data from any
cause, including without limitation loss of use, revenues, profits
or savings, business interruption, even if we knew or should
have known of the possibility of such damages. We will not be
liable for the cost of procurement of substitute data, goods, or
services.
The Subscription Data is sourced from many sources. Whilst
all care is taken in the compilation of the Subscription Data, we
are unable to warrant the accuracy or completeness of the
information provided and you should take your own steps to
ensure that those parts of the Subscription Data used by you
are correct before any reliance is placed on them.

d)

Nothing in this Agreement shall exclude or restrict either party’s
liability for: (i) death or personal injury; (ii) fraud; or (iii) any other
cause of action which cannot be limited or excluded under any
applicable law.

8.

INDEMNITY

You agree to indemnify us and our directors, officers, employees,
agents and subcontractors, from and against any and all direct or
indirect claims, damages, losses, liabilities, expenses and costs
(including reasonable legal fees and costs) arising from or out of:
a)

Your actual or alleged breach of any provisions of this
Agreement.

b)

Your use of the Subscription Data for any purpose; and
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carry out an audit of the use of the Subscription Data to make
sure that you have used the Subscription Data within the
limitations, restrictions and allowances set out in this Agreement
and the application Order Form. Where you have exceeded
such use and access rights by more than 10%, we may pass on
the cost of the audit, as well as adjust the fees so as to make
good the exceeding usage at our standard pricing (or such
pricing that we have agreed).
d)

Waiver. No term or provision of this Agreement will be deemed
waived and no breach or default shall be deemed excused
unless such waiver or consent shall be in writing and signed by
the party claimed to have waived or consented. No consent by
any party to, or waiver of, a breach or default by the other party,
whether express or implied, shall constitute consent to, waiver
of, or excuse for any different or subsequent breach or default
or shall be construed as a continuing waiver of such right or a
waiver of any other provision hereunder.

e)

Third Party Providers. We may engage third party providers to
provide the Subscription Data. You agree to comply with all
requirements and restrictions that these third-party providers
may impose on you directly, or indirectly by imposition on us, in
relation to their respective products and/or services, at the time
of, or after, the Agreement. You acknowledge that provision of
the Subscription Data is subject to, and dependent upon,
adequate delivery of products and services by these third-party
providers. Our liability is reduced to the extent that loss or
damage of any kind is caused, or contributed to, by these thirdparty providers. You further acknowledge that, by entering into
the Agreement, you agree to comply with the respective terms
and conditions of these third-party providers. Whilst we do our
best to make sure that our third-party providers remain fair,
reasonable, and unchanged during the Subscription Term,
unfortunately this is largely out of our control and such terms of
supply may change from time to time during the Subscription
Term, but we will notify you with as much notice as possible of
such changes to third party provider terms.

f)

h)

i)

j)

Marketing Materials and Communications., you agree that we
may utilise your name, trade names, trademarks, or service
marks (Marks) and make accurate informational references to
you in-connection with your performance of the Agreement
which may involve us including you in regulatory
announcements. We will promptly cease the use of any Mark
owned by you in connection with the performance of this
Agreement and any Order upon receipt of notice from you to
discontinue such use.

l)

Notices. Unless otherwise specified, any notice or other
communication required or permitted to be given hereunder
shall be given in writing and delivered in person, sent by certified
mail with the required pre-paid postage and return receipt
requested, or delivered by a recognised courier service,
shipment charges pre-paid, properly addressed to the individual
signing this Agreement on behalf of the applicable party at its
address specified in the opening paragraph of the Agreement
and shall be deemed effective upon receipt. In accordance with
Clause 11. r) of this Agreement, If an email address is registered
as the main point of contact through a site order or is contained
within an Order Form then we will use email delivery for Notices.

m)

Headings. The headings and other captions in this Agreement
are for convenience and reference only and shall not be used in
interpreting, construing, or enforcing any of the provisions of this
Agreement.

n)

No Third-Party Beneficiaries. Except as specifically stated in
this Agreement, this Agreement is not intended to be for the
benefit of any third party, is not enforceable by any third party,
and will not confer on any third party any remedy, claim, right of
action or other right.

o)

Amendments. We reserve the right to unilaterally amend this
Agreement in our sole discretion to comply (to our sole
satisfaction) with any law, rule or regulation that affect us or our
products and services offerings. Any such amendment will be
effective immediately. However, despite any other provision of
this Agreement, if we are required to make such unilateral
amendment, you will have the right to review and negotiate only
the amended terms of this Agreement by written notice to us
within fourteen (14) days of your receipt of notice of such
amendment or you may terminate the Agreement. Termination
will not affect any your obligation incurred prior to our receipt of
notice of termination.

p)

Communications. Visiting our website, sending us emails, and
completing online forms constitute electronic communications.
You consent to receiving electronic communications, and you
agree that all agreements, notices, disclosures, and other
communications we provide to you electronically, via email and
on the Site, satisfy any legal requirement that such
communication be in writing.

q)

Signatures and Acceptance. You hereby agree to the use of
electronic signatures, contracts, orders, and other records, and
to electronic delivery of notices, policies, and records of
transactions initiated or completed by us or via the site.

r)

Electronic delivery. You agree to receive notices, policies, and
records of transactions initiated or completed by us or via our
website.

s)

Governing Law. This Agreement shall be governed by the laws
of South Australia and the parties submit to the Courts of South
Australia to hear any matters relating to this Agreement or Order
Form.

t)

Entire Agreement. This Agreement, together with any Orders,
schedules, exhibits, addenda, or other understandings between
or among the parties regarding the subject matter hereof,
whether written or oral, are superseded by this Agreement.

You must not use any Artificial Intelligence (AI) or Machine
Learning:
i.

models (including the model form and model parameters,
outputs of models.

ii.

software that processes or transforms input data for
training a model or getting a prediction from a machine
learning model into a format suitable for training or making
such prediction; or

iii.
g)

k)

software used to train an AI model or compute outputs of
a machine learning model for a given set of input data.
Partial Invalidity. If any one or more of the provisions of this
Agreement are for any reason held to be invalid, illegal or
unenforceable in any respect, such invalidity, illegality or
unenforceability will not affect any other provision of this
Agreement, and both parties shall negotiate in good faith to
substitute for such invalid, illegal, or unenforceable provision a
mutually acceptable provision that is consistent with the original
intent of the parties.
Amendment. Except as otherwise provided in this Agreement,
this Agreement may only be amended by mutual agreement in
writing. Any extension or waiver by any party of any provision of
this Agreement will be valid only if made by mutual written
agreement.
Survival. Termination of this Agreement shall not affect either
party’s accrued rights or obligations under this Agreement as
they exist at the time of termination, or any rights or obligations
that either expressly or by implication continue after this
Agreement has and any outstanding payment obligations.
Assignment. In order to ensure we know who we are doing
business with, we do not permit you to assign or otherwise
transfer this Agreement or any rights or obligations hereunder
without our prior written consent, but we will always act
reasonably when assessing any assignment or transfer request
you make. We may assign this Agreement to an affiliate or
other entity without your consent, but we will notify you of such
change and ensure that any such change will not adversely
impact your rights and obligations under this Agreement.
Subject to the foregoing, this Agreement will be binding upon,
enforceable by and inure to the benefit of the parties and their
respective successors and assigns. Any attempted assignment
in violation of the foregoing shall be void.
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